It is quite natural to ask how much the situation changes if we cut A into two parts, A' and A ", and demand only that no a i ' -a, should coincide with any a i ' -a,' . This question was proposed by Erdős and Graham in [2] , and it seemed likely that no considerable increase can be achieved in the density of A . We shall show, however, that the situation changes dramatically, and we can construct very dense sequences .
Let us see first the precise formulation of the problem [2, p . 50] : "Let 99 A = la, < a, < . . .} and B = {b, < b 2 < . . .} be sequences of integers satisfying A(x) > ex'/2 , B(x) > ex" for some e > 0 . Is it true that a, -= b k -b r has infinitely many solutions?" The negative answer is provided, e .g ., by the following A and B : we write the numbers in binary scale, and select for A those which contain only even powers of two, and for B those which contain only odd powers of two, This settles the original question in the negative (for e = 1/\,/2) .
In the following we consider such sequences A and B where (1) (or (2)) has only trivial solutions, and investigate the behaviour of A(x) B(x)/x, A (x)/VI-x-and B(x)/vlx-. We introduce some notations : 
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(S stands for lim sup, I for lim inf, P for product, N for min and X for max) .
It is easy to check that in our previous example
The largest possible value of SP is 2, moreover the following more precise estimations hold : 2 .1 . 'IP + 2SP < 7, in particular IP < 14/9 . We shall consider further generalizations in a next paper .
Proofs . We shall frequently use the following generalization of the example in the Introduction . We write the numbers by the help of a generalized number system, and put into A those numbers where the even digits are zero, and into B those ones where the odd digits are zero . Proof of Theorem 1 . We may assume a, = b, = 0, and then a ; # b ; for i,j> 1 .
A(x) B(x) < 2x is obvious, since for a ; < x, b, < x, 0 < a i + b, < 2x -1, and all the numbers a i + b, are distinct.
To prove 1 .2, we assume indirectly that for some c, A (x) B(x) > 2x -c infinitely often . For any such x, there exists a sum a i + b, > 2x -c, where a i < x, b, < x . Then a i > x -c and b, > x -c must hold as well, and so
But (2) is clearly equivalent to
i .e., all the differences a ; -b k are distinct, and so (4) cannot be valid infinitely often, which is a contradiction .
To show 1 .1 we take the construction (x), and calculate A(x) B(x) for
Now all those numbers can be written in the form a ; + b, with a, < x, b, < x, which have 2s + I digits and their first digit is 0 or 1 . Hence A(x)B(x)=2k,k2 . . . k2S .
On the other hand x -k, k2 k2S + k, k2 . . . k2,-1 . Thus if k2s is large enough then A(x) B(x) is "nearly" 2x, and (3) can be easily guaranteed .
We mention that we can prove 1 .1 also by an alternative version of construction (x), which is an iterative process . We sketch it briefly as follows . Assume that we have already constructed A and B till x,,, the largest value of A and B is x" and x" -y,,, respectively, and all numbers up to 2x,-y, can be uniquely expressed as a ; + b,j , i .e ., A(x") B(x") _ 2x" -y" + 1 = v . Now we translate A by v, 2v, . . ., (r" -1)v and B by r" v . Then the largest value of B is x" + " that of A is x"+, -y" + " where and and x,,+1=r,,(2xn-yn+ 1 )+(xn -yn) yn+1 -2x n -2y n + 1, and all numbers up to 2x" +1 -y" + , can be uniquely written in the form a ; + b ; . Since y"+1 does not depend on r,,, we can easily guarantee (3) . With the suitable choice of the k,'s we can clearly assure both A (x) = B(x) and the "very big" value of k zs (the latter is necessary for A(x) B(x) -2x) .
To make IX large, we choose the kzi 1 values to be greater than the k2, values, and so A(x) will "dominate" B(x) .
We can also determine the extremal order of magnitude of A(x). The previous argument shows the possibility of A(x)/x tending to 0 arbitrarily slowly . On the other hand it is obvious that lim a -A (x)/x = 0, if B is infinite : using A(x) B(x) < 2x we obtain Since these values of x are the "worst" ones from the point of view of IN, we obtain the statement . We can easily check that this is the best possible value for IN using the (*) construction . We know that for x = k, k 2 . . . k s -1, A (x) B(x) = x + 1 . 
On the other hand consider now differences a ; -b, . Since these must all be distinct, there are at most 2x of them with 
Moreover, using (8), we obtain that there are at most ex other pairs of a -s and b -s which satisfy (10). which is a contradiction, since this means a too large number of further differences satisfying (10). Using (7) for dx we obtain and similarly
Combining this with (6) we have
On the other hand
We show that A'B* +A *BI > cx,
A (dx) < dx = 2
B(dx) < c
A' > 2 and B' > c (13)
since we know that nearly all numbers also in 10, ( 
Using (14) and (15) (17) and (13) imply (12) and this completes the proof of IN= 0 .
To show SX = oo we can use the previous proof. We saw that if A(2x) B(2x) > (4 -e)x, then
and not all of the following four inequalities can hold simultaneously, for a fixed positive c, d= c 4 /16 and for e small enough :
If, e .g ., the third inequality is violated, this means directly that A(dx)lVdx is large .
If, e .g ., the first inequality is false, then (18) implies that B(x) > ((1 -e)/c) Vx -, i .e ., B(x)/\lx-is large .
Thus in any case SX = oo .
Proof of Theorem 2 . 2 .1 . We take an x for which
By assumption
and A(3x) B(3x) > 3x(IP -e) .
We denote the number of elments of A and B in the intervals ((i -1)x, ix{ by A i and B i , respectively, i= 1, 2, 3, 4 . Consider the sums a i + bj , where a i < 3x and b, < 3x . The number of these sums is A(3x) B(3x), and at least A (3x) B(3x) -4x of them are greater than 4x, and for these ones both a i and bj are greater than x, and not both are less than 2x . This means that A z B3+A 3 B z +A,B 3 >,A(3x)B(3x)-4x>-3x(IP-e)-4x.
Repeating the argument for a i + b ; > 6x, where a i < 4x, b i < 4x, we obtain On the other hand there are at most 4x differences a i -b, where
i .e ., the sum of the left-hand sides of (20), (22) and (23) is at most 4x . So taking the sum of (20), (22) and (23) we obtain 4x >-2x(IP -e) + 3x(IP -r) -4x + 4x(SP -F) -6x, and since r can be arbitrarily small, this completes the proof .
2 .2 . We now take an x for which
and using (20) and (24) we argue similarly as before . (26)
At present we cannot prove (26) .
